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Notwithstanding these words, it is possible within limits to
subscribe to Westlake's view. In fact it would seem that the
learned author, while going too far in applying his suggestion
to all testators, whether British subjects or not, is unduly
cautious in limiting it to the law of the domicil. It is submitted
that, in view of the desire of English courts to discover a testa-
tor's real intention, the following proposition is justified:
If the will of a British subject is admitted to probate because it has
been executed according to one of the legal systems prescribed by Lord
Kingsdown's Act, the presumption, in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, is that the testator intended it to be construed according to the
legal system from which it derived its formal validity.
v(e) Revocation. It is convenient to deal with this matter under Revocation
two. heads according as the alleged cause of revocation is the
^ subsequent marriage of the testator or some other act done
by him.
L\) tSRevocation by subsequent marriage. The rule, for instance, of Revocation
English law is that a will is revoked by marriage unless it is bymama£e
explicitly expressed to be made in contemplation of marriage.1
Few other legal systems have adopted the rule. When, there-
fore, a person marries after making a will and then dies after
acquiring a new domicil, the question may arise whether the
lex domicilii at the time of marriage or the lex domicilii at the
time of death determines the effect of marriage on the will
The answer to this question depends upon whether the rule This ™ie
as to revocation by marriage is to be classified as a rule of matri- j£j^J"
monial law or of testamentary law. If it is a rule concerning of matri-
husband and wife, then its effect must be tested by the law of monitlUw'
the matrimonial domicil, i.e. in most cases by the lex domicilii
of the husband at the time of marriage; if, on the other hand, it
has nothing to do with the matrimonial regime at all,2 its effect
is measured by the lex domicilii at the time of the testator's
death. It would seem scarcely open to doubt that it is essentially
a doctrine connected with the relationship of marriage, and
that this is so was affirmed by Vaughan Williams LJ. in the
case of In re Martin, Loustalan v. LoustalanJ
If we disregard Lord Kingsdown's Act for the moment, a Therefore
concrete example will show the effect of a change of domicil.
A makes a will while domiciled in England; then acquires a domicil
1	Wills Act, 1837, s. 18; Law of Property Act, 1925, s. 177.
2	As Sir F, H. Jeune thought; In re Martin, Loustalan v. Loustalan, [1900]
P. 211, 223.	3 [1900] P. 211, 240; supra, p. 50.

